
Your Floor Plan At Your Fingertips
Thrive Point-of-Sale’s visual floor plan layout is easy to design and 
gives you the power to make changes on the fly just by dragging 
tables. Choose from multiple graphical styles and backgrounds, 
customize your colors, and even add fun elements like pool tables 
and video games. Set up multiple dining areas, bar areas, party rooms 
or patios, and activate these rooms by time, day or station. Thrive 
POS even has an alert to remind your staff to check the restroom for 
cleanliness periodically.

Keep servers in friendly competition with instant color-coded stats that let them know 
where they stand compared to their peers on the floor today!

Mobilize Your Staff
With a POS iPad in hand, your servers can spend more time on the 
floor with your guests and less time waiting for an order entry 
terminal. Thrive POS has a flexible menu layout and easy order entry 
features to guide servers through accurate order taking. 
Requirements, modifiers, combo meals, daily specials, happy hour 
pricing and other automated specials are simple to manage and use. 
From brew pubs to pizzerias, family restaurants to BBQ, Thrive 
Point-of-Sale helps servers take care of customers.

Thrive’s drag and drop split check feature is incredibly simple to use. Unlimited checks 
make even large party splits easy to manage!

An Eye On The Customer
Visual alerts help keep your team on top of service for all your 
guests.  From seated to served to settled to cleared, you can see 
at a glance if any customers are waiting too long for attention.  
Customers waiting too long for their first round of drinks will be 
a thing of the past. 

THRIVE TABLE SERVICE
Compelling visuals.  Easy design mode.  Powerful 
features and control. Thrive Point-of-Sale offers your 
table service restaurant a modern tablet solution 
that’s designed to keep you happy, your servers 
happy - and ultimately your customers happy!

PIZZA POINT-OF-SALE

Visualize Your Future


